SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
While acoustic cavitation is widely used to cause, trigger, promote, or influence chemical reactions in liquid-gas systems [1] , the very details of the physical and chemical phenomena taking place on single-bubble level are still partly unclear. In many cases, the sono-chemical reaction of the liquid phase should be intimately connected with the phenomena and modality taking place during the collapse of the contributing bubbles. In particular, the mixing of liquid into the hot bubble interior is probably of crucial importance for the excitation of non-volatile dissolved species by strong bubble collapse. The observation of the facilitation of such excitation (e.g. of alkali metals) by fast translational motion of bubbles [2] , as well as other facts support the idea of microscopic droplets being ejected into the interior of the collapsing bubble, thus exciting the molecules or atoms by "pyrolysis" in the gas phase rather than in a "heated liquid shell" around the bubble. Here we report on one more step towards this explanation by linking individual bubble collapse dynamics to spectral features of sonoluminescence emission in a multi-bubble setup. Furthermore, we investigate the chemical activity of a levitated single bubble with respect to bromine radical production, which in turn lead to isomerization of insoluble fumaric acid from soluble maleic acid in water [3, 4] . It was noted before that single bubble sono-chemistry was apparently not firmly linked to strong sonoluminescence emission [5] , i.e., highest peak temperatures during collapse. Other ingredients seem to be as well relevant for a significant chemical yield of a bubble collapse, as possibly translational motion. Here we aim to visualize the bubble dynamics when sono-chemical activity sets in for a single acoustically trapped bubble.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UPS
I. Sonotrode set-up: Concentrated sulfuric acid (95 wt %) with 0.1 M dissolved sodium sulfate is sonicated by a horn 769 emitter at 23.7 kHz in a cubical glass cell of 5x5x5cm 3 . Longterm exposure photographs (Canon EOS 500 D) of the emitted multi-bubble sonoluminescence (MBSL) show separate regions of "blue" and "orange" emission, see Figure 1 . The orange color is linked to Na* emission, which predominantly occurs in the lower region. From the domains of different color, high-speed recordings (Photron Fastcam SA5, background illumination) are done with sufficient magnification to capture individual bubbles in the bulk liquid. Chemical activity is linked to Na + reduction and Na excitation, both necessary steps for the Na* line emission. II. Bubble trap set-up: A rectangular glass cell of dimension 6x6x10(h)cm 3 is driven at 18 kHz by a submerged ultrasonic horn dipping in from the top. Low power ensures that no cavitation at the horn tip occurs. A single bubble is generated by a Ni-Cr heating wire, and can be trapped near the cuvette center for sufficiently degassed liquid, which is an aqueous 2 M solution of maleic acid saturated with CH 2 Br 2 [3] . Photographs and high-speed recordings have been done similar as in set-up I. The chemical activity refers to production of Br o radicals from CH 2 Br 2 which in turn leads to the isomerization from maleic to fumaric acid [3, 4] :
The virtually insoluble fumaric acid forms a visible whitish filament in the liquid which emerges from the cavitation bubble site and is slowly transported by liquid motion; see 
RESULTS FOR MBSL IN SULFURIC ACID
Individual bubbles traveling down at speeds up to approx. 1 m/s were identified to be source of the orange emission in the lower region. The collapse dynamics shows the peculiar "jumping and jetting" which is typical for translation-induced jetting instability of collapsing bubbles [6, 7] . Figure 3 shows a short sequence around collapse of such a bubble. The characteristic shape during rebound is proof of a liquid jet penetrating the bubble. This gives indication of how the liquid is mixed into the gas phase. Furthermore, a trace of remnant split micro-bubbles is left in the translation path of these bubbles, as already noted by Hatanaka et al. [8, 9] . The small trace bubbles, while also showing volume oscillations, seem not to be expanded very much, and they move hardly in space on the observed time scales. The pulsation of the bigger and fast translating bubbles can be analyzed and modeled by a spherical single-bubble model [9] , leading to volume compression ratios of (R 0 / R min ) 3~ 574, which is probably sufficient for chemical reactions like Na reduction and excitation inside the bubbles.
Spectral recordings of the distinct regions (not shown here) confirm the strong Na* D lines in the orange emissions. In the blue region, Na* is only weak, but might be partly hidden in a higher continuum being present there. 
RESULTS FOR FORMATION OF FUMARIC ACID
In the case of the "single bubble" sono-chemistry experiment, the transition from a chemically inactive bubble (no visible whitish "dust" filament) towards an active one (clearly visible filament, Figure 3) could be initiated by a slight increase of the driving pressure. The bubble behavior was recorded just before and after the transition. It was quite surprising to see a change from one bubble to a small bubble cluster (Figure 4) . While the inactive single bubble was not always spherical and could also split or eject a small daughter bubble, which is as well shown in Figure 4 (top), the dynamics of the chemically active small cluster was quite distinct. Frequent splitting and merging of one larger bubble with a few (2 to about 6) medium sized bubbles appeared together with a "cloud" of very small bubbles or fragments (bottom of Figure   4 ). Also the "dust" filament of chemical product might have been imaged in the sequence shown, but it is not easy to distinguish visually from very small bubbles. From preliminary evaluation of the data, it is notable that the bigger central bubble of the cluster has a significantly larger observed radius expansion-compression ratio R max /R min than the chemically inactive single bubble before the transition (R max / R min 51 m / 7.5 m 7 as compared to 42 m / 14 m 3, although these numbers are lower bounds due to resolution limitations). Translation of bubbles in the course of their interaction can be fast, in particular in their collapse phase. For instance, the medium sized "satellite" bubble on the first frame of the last row shows a fast collapse "jump" (to the position on the next frame) with a velocity greater than 4 m/s. 
DISCUSSION
In the sonotrode set-up with sulfuric acid, the fast running larger bubbles can be identified as at least one dominant source of Na* line emission. The smaller remnant trace bubbles are not likely to be able to excite their bubble interior nor to mix much liquid inside, according to our preliminary observations and calculations. This is in contrast to the conjectures by Hatanaka et al. [9] . Also, we observed larger bubbles with prominent modal shape instabilities in the border region of "blue" and "orange". Emission of sonoluminescence and Na* lines by these spatially rather stationary larger bubbles with surface modal oscillations might as well be possible, but their dynamics has not been fully analyzed yet.
In the set-up with the bubble trap, chemical activity in the sense of bromine radical formation is coincident with transition of a single bubble to a cluster of few bubbles. While the single inactive bubble shows slight collapse deformations and at times ejection of a small daughter bubble, it can be still seen as "single bubble". In contrast, the chemically active form after slight parameter change has been identified as a group or cluster of a few bubbles. Most of the time, the cluster exists of some medium sized and separate satellite bubbles around one larger central bubble, and possibly a larger number of rather small bubbles (close to optical resolution). A permanent strong interaction between the bubbles leads to deformations, translations, merging and splitting on the time scale of few acoustic cycles. Fast motion during collapse has been observed for satellite bubbles which might induce jetting [6, 7] .
CONCLUSION
The coincidence of peculiar bubble motion with chemical activity in form of alkali metal line sonoluminescence emission and of bromine radical production has been observed in two different acoustic cavitation set-ups. Although some of the results are preliminary, we conclude that the collapse modality has important influence on the details taking place during collapse, and that this can in turn influence the yield of active bubbles. A stable spherical collapse might be optimal to reach a high peak temperature, but translation and deformation dynamics of the bubbles, as observed in the experiments, seems to be favorable for other bubble activity. While certainly lowering the peak temperature due to non-spherical deformation, a particular consequence from fast translation could be the efficient mixture of liquid and gas phase, which can "fuel" the chemical micro reactor of a collapsing bubble. Of course, a sufficient collapse temperature still has to be reached, but might be compromised upon in favor of a high yield (or any yield at all).
As a mechanism of liquid mixing into the bubble, translation induced jetting [6, 7] is likely to be an important candidate for "isolated" bubbles. Close neighbored bubbles are known to collapse with jets or more complicated deformations which can mix liquid inside. As well, the merging process of two bubbles might promote ejection of liquid into the bubble interior by micro-jetting phenomena at the colliding bubble walls, in particular if the bubbles are of quite different sizes. Also surface modal oscillations, bubble splitting or daughter bubble ejection might trigger jetting from high curvature "necks" into the bubble.
All these phenomena seem to be of importance for the fundamental understanding of sono-chemical phenomena on the level of the individual bubbles. The coupling of bubble oscillation, translation, neighbor interaction and chemistry might be a key for further optimization of the design of sonochemical reactors.
